
Title: Resistance and Punishment  Date:

Learning Intention

To describe ways slaves could resist (fight back)

Success Criteria: 

All: Describe 4+ ways that slaves resisted
Some: Explain what happened to slaves who were caught 
resisting



Starter: List the following methods of resistance in 
order of the most to the least effective. 

• Working slowly
• Breaking tools
• Stealing
• Faking illness
• Poisoning the master and his family
• Running away
• Organising a revolt with other slaves

Now write a short paragraph explaining why you think your 
top choice is the most effective compared to the others.

Methods of resistance



Despite the cruelty that slaves faced daily on plantations, 
trying to escape was difficult.  The thought of being caught was 
so terrifying that many slaves chose to obey the rules.  
Rewards were paid for catching slaves and slave catchers were 
ruthless and cruel.

The main problems slaves faced when they escaped were:

Punishments if caught
Where to go
How to find work to support themselves
Leaving loved ones behind

Why did many slaves choose not to escape?



Cat o’ nine tails was a horrendous whip 
because each lash whipped the body 9 

times



Other torture included preventing slaves from lying down for days on end and iron 
gags which were wedged in the mouth to trap their tongue and stop them speaking. 





Slaves 
were also 

chained and 
beaten 

with sticks 
and other 

implements



We will now watch 2 clips of Kunta trying to escape.  

The first one is when he has not been on the plantation long.  He has 
cut through his chains and runs away at night. The slave driver from 
the plantation catches him using dogs and he is dragged back to the 
plantation again. 

Clip 1: Kunta's Punishment for Running Away

Punishments for escaping

Task 2: Answer the following questions in full sentences:
1. Why was the slave driver determined that Kunta should answer to the name 
Toby?
2. Why do you think Kunta was so determined to resist and keep his own name?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUBdBaJA03Q


Now watch clip 2 and answer the questions 
that follow

Clip 2: Kunta has now been a slave on the plantation 
for many years.  He has never given up hope of 
becoming free though and decides to run away again.

Slave Catchers find Kunta

1. Explain why it was so dangerous to try to escape.  
2. Think about the way the slave catchers caught Kunta and what they did to 
him.  What do you think the slave catchers thought of slaves? Explain why you 
think this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61u1p8nW6yw


To 
finish...

1. Write down a key word 
from the slavery 
lessons so far - how 
many points does it 
score?

2. Can you think of a 
word that scores 
higher?


